At Last!
The One Treat on the Planet That is Absolutely Good For Your Horse!

Just Good Nutrition

Non-GMO
99.9% Pure Stabilized Fortified Flax
684 mg Omega 3s in Every Treat
Stabilized Rice Bran
Alfalfa Meal
Beet Pulp
Yeast Culture
Natural & Artificial Apple Flavor
Salt
Natural Preservative

None of This Stuff

No Molasses or Sugars of any kind added
No Corn or Other Grains that are high in non-structural carbs that turn to sugar when metabolized
No Soy
No Hydrogenated Fats or Oils
No Chemical Preservatives
No Flax By-Products like Flax Meal
No Wheat Middlings

Omega 3s are absolutely essential to your horse in so many ways. They fight inflammation, they support and build the immune system, improve bone and joint health, restore cracked and brittle hooves and support strong solid hoof growth, they can eliminate sweet itch and bug-bite sores, are recommended for horses with insulin resistance and Cushings, and can reduce symptoms of metabolic syndrome, all while promoting shiny, healthy coats and smoother skin texture. 15 of these treats equal the same Omega 3 values as a half cup of Omega Horseshine Omega 3 Supplement. Your horse will shine inside and out! From Omega Fields, the folks who actually care about the health of your horse.

Available in a 3.5 lb pouch and a 15 pound box

Joe Camp, author of the National Bestseller The Soul of a Horse - Life Lessons from the Herd, says, “This is the singular best treat on the market as far as I’m concerned because it’s the only one that uses 99.9% pure Non-GMO stabilized fortified flax. I wouldn’t feed my horses something I couldn’t eat myself.”

http://thesoulofahorse.com